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  judiciary,     267  
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  procedures,     265  
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  267  
  shift ed burden of proof,     269  
  state responsibilities for protecting 
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  beliefs,     86  
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  model of development,     314  
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  human and natural sphere,     85–6  
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  socio-economic,     83   
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  corporate responsibility    

  absence of environment,     323  
  care for the environment,     321–5  
  conclusion,     327  
  due diligence,     324  
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  environmental responsibilities, do 

companies have,     325–7  
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  hard and soft  law,     326  
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  social expectations,     323   
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  sustainability, and,     244   
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  243  ,   300  ,   302  ,   304 

  implications,     300  
  limit,     5  
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  decision-making,     169  
  degradation and approach,   

  158–9  
  destroy or conserve,     171  
  governance,     168  
  importance,     151  
  integration,      see  integration  
  moving forward,     172–4  
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  tipping points,     96  

  understanding of function,     170  
  value judgements,     168  
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  enforcement    
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  causal links,     276  
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  legal system of credibility,     277  
  meaning,     276  
  mechanisms,      see  mechanisms   

  environment as property,     226  
  environmental assessment,     349 
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  conclusion,     363–4  
  Convention on Biological Diversity 
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  regional implementation of 
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  sectoral implementation of 
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the Law of the Sea (LOSC)/
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  diff erences in approach,     248  
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  mandatory projects,     247  
  national approaches,     248  
  procedures,     247  
  public participation,     250  
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  shortcomings,     247  
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  actors,     31  
  agreements,     38  
  commitments,     40  
  discretion of regulatory 
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  discretionary rules,     164–6  
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  enforcement,     95  
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  fragmentation,     163–4  ,   349  
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  improving,     96  
  international,     28  ,   29  
  international developments,     106–8  
  local communities,     206  
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  main concern,     101  
  national,     28  ,   30  
  other law, and,     31  
  principles,     25  
  role,     348  
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  strophe, as,     49  
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  environmental legal research    
  implications,     91–3  
  new era,     91–3   

  environmental problems,     9–24 
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crossing,     18–19  
  cause,     4  
  complexity in decision-

making,     21–4  
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  dilemma of attacking at 

source,     24–6  
  economic and social borders, 

crossing,     17–18  
  invisible issues,     10  
  laws of nature, cannot 

infl uence,     9–10  
  long-term eff ects,     19  
  nature has no voice,     11–12  
  plurality of values,     21–4  
  pricing values and harms, diffi  culty 

with,     14–15  
  public goods, as economic,     12–14  
  small decisions paradox,     15–17  
  uncertainties, marked by,     10–11   

  environmental rights,     51 
  constitutions, and,     69   
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  importance,     60  
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  justice for humans and 
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environmental assessment (cont.)
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  procedural integration,     255  
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  conservation,     203  
  forest degradation,     203  
  forest governance and climate 
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